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Friday 21 June at the Pretoria Centre Observatory, which is also situated at CBC. Turn left imme-
diately after entering the main gate and follow the road.  Arrive from sunset onwards. 

������ ����������� ����������� ����������� ���������
 

Venue: The auditorium behind the main building at Christian Brothers College (CBC),     
             Mount Edmund, Pretoria Road, Silverton, Pretoria. 
Date and time: Wednesday 26 June at 19h15.  
Programme: 
 

• Beginner’s Corner: To be announced to members by e-mail before Wednesday 26 June. 
• What’s Up? by Fred Oosthuizen. 
• 10 minute break — library will be open. 
• Main talk: To be announced to members by e-mail before Wednesday 26 June.  

• Socializing over tea/coffee and biscuits. 

 

The chairperson at the meeting will be Tony Viljoen. 

� ������������� ������ ������	� ������������� ������ ������	� ������������� ������ ������	� ������������� ������ ������	����
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Report of observing evening on Friday 17 May 2013 

by Michael Poll and Johan Smit 

 

Can you believe it? After weeks of clear skies, perhaps even nearly every day after our 
last (rained out) observing evening, a layer of high cirrus cloud in the morning became thicker 
during the day and by the time observing came, it was a low lying layer  of stratus, that put paid 
to hopes of seeing much. (Not to mention the icy tinged breeze that swept across the field). One 
thing we noted that the tower lights on the N1 /N4 interchange seem to have been adjusted so 
that more of the light now goes where it is intended to go rather than messing up our viewing so 
much. 

We were expecting two groups of visitors for the evening – the third year medical students 
from Medunsa and some Grade 7s from Wierda Park Primary school. Only three centre members 
were there – Johan S, Wessel Nel and Michael. There were a group of people there early -  they 
turned out to be a third group of visitors – Vince Nettman had invited a hiking club to our observ-
ing evening as previous arrangements between him and the hiking club elsewhere had fallen 
through. 

We had three telescopes out on the field. One was Vince’s 10 inch Meade, and the other 
two telescopes were ones that Johan and Wessel had recently built – they were here ready for 
their first public use. One telescope is a commercial 6 inch f/5 Newtonian that has been re-
mounted on a mount that also acts as a storage box (Image 1), and the other was a 5.5 inch f/5 
refractor incorporating a Carl Zeiss aerial camera lens (Image 2). What makes the latter tele-
scope special is that the lens was probably made in 1916 or 1917, nearly 100 years ago, and 
when Johan found it he just had to put it to use it as it  provides stunning low power views. In fact, 
both of these telescopes are designed for low power, wide field viewing. Michael set up his 6 inch 
reflector later, to check the collimation if nothing else. 

The Medunsa students were to leave Medunsa at 5 pm, but had not arrived. We wondered 
if perhaps they and the Primary School had looked at the sky and baled out. A plan was made for 
Vince to give the hiking group a presentation in the auditorium, but before this there was the odd 
break in the sky, and we were able to see the Moon. All of the hikers enjoyed the view. Later ob-
serving noted that the age of the moon (6 ½ days) placed the Alpine Valley in a favourable situa-
tion for observing. Vince was able to show his group a few (very few!) bright naked eye stars – 
Sirius, Procyon, Rigel and Betelgeuse, and we could see Regulus next to the moon. 

The views of the stars were fleeting, and when the hiking group went to the Auditorium for 
an hour, Johan, Wessel and Michael chatted in the cold wind. We did get the odd break in the 
clouds, and were able to have a look at Saturn. 

The Auditorium group returned at about 8.30 pm, by which time the sky was totally blotted 
out, (they did not see Saturn) but then the Medunsa bus arrived! Michael greeted them, they said 
they had got lost, and had been to the CSIR and some other places as well. There was no sky to 
show them so Michael started an introductory talk about what can be seen in the sky with some 
information about the sun, moon, planets and stars, and about which planets could be seen over 
the next few weeks. The icy wind on the field was by this time cutting us in half, so we all got on 
to the bus and carried on with the talk. The students were interested, we had a few discussions 
about shooting stars and meteorites, tides and whether the tsunamis were anything do with the 
moon (no), and a question about Halley’s comet. It was suggested to the students that if nothing 
else, they could look for Venus in the evening sky over the following weeks. 

The cloudy spell had cleared up by Sunday evening, and by Monday morning we were 
back to normal with the clear winter sky. Grrrr!!!! 

The next observing evening will be held on Friday June 21st – the day of the solstice, (but 
not the latest sunrise or earliest sunset – for Pretoria the earliest sunset was on June 8th and the 
latest sunrise is on July 3rd). 

June 21st is 12th anniversary of the 2001 Zimbabwe / Zambia total eclipse of the sun. The 
next eclipse in this series (Solar Saros No 127) is on July 2nd 2019 and the Moon’s shadow will 
touch land in South America.   � 
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Report of the meeting on 22 May 2013 - by Danie Barnardo 
 

 The meeting was well attended, with a few visitors. The Centre will be very busy 
during the rest of May and the month of June and some of the highlights are:   

• On 24 May, Johan Smit will be hosting a group of Voortrekkers at the Observatory in 
Johannesburg. 

• During the weekend of 7 to 9 June, the Northern Star Party will be held at Shekinah, 
on the Mabula reserve west of Bela-Bela 

• On 15 June, the Centre will visit the Tswaing Crater 
• Members were invited to submit their astrophotos to the editor of Sky Guide for possi-

ble use on the cover of the 2014 issue 
• Members were also invited to submit submissions for candidates for the ASSA Council 
• The Karoo starparty, again presented at the Kambro Padstal near Britstown, will take 

place over the week-end of 9 August.  
 

 “Beginner’s Corner” was presented by Percy Jacobs. His first task involved an-
nouncement of the winner of the May Observers Challenge. The object, the asterism 
“Three Leaps of the Gazelle”, was announced and described and its location in the sky 
was indicated. The winner was George Dehlen. Percy showed his observation sheet and 
handed over the winner's prize of a R100 gift voucher at Eridanus Optics. 
 

 Next on his program was the introduction of the first ever amateur to complete 
Auke Slotegraaf's ASSA Top 100. Percy elaborated on the effort involved in this achieve-
ment and played a special recording of Auke congratulating the observer. Percy also 
showed the audience some of the observation sheets involved. The observer, George 
Dehlen, was congratulated and his effort was acknowledged by the presentation of an of-
ficial ASSA certificate of achievement, a special ASSA Pretoria Centre Top 100 badge 
and a gift certificate of R500, again redeemable at Eridanus Optics. The Pretoria Centre 
of ASSA can be justifiably proud of this magnificent achievement! 
 

 “What's Up?” was presented by Danie Barnardo, who elaborated on the two major 
constellations visible at this time of the year, Sagittarius and Scorpius. He also mentioned 
two interesting occultations during the month of June – firstly the Moon occulting Spica on 
18 June and on 16 June an occultation of a 11.2 mag. star by Saturn's rings. He also 
elaborated on several interesting galaxy's visible during the month. 
 

 After a short break, the main course of the evening was a video presentation on 
the 35 years of the Voyager missions, presented by the Head mission scientist, Ed Stone. 
Both these craft are currently way outside the orbit of the planets and in the Heliopause, 
the last frontier before passing out of the Sun's field of influence, identified by the Solar 
Wind, into interstellar space. The many major achievements of the Voyager missions 
were highlighted. These were the first spacecraft to explore the outer giant gas planets of 
the Solar System, including many of the moons of Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus and Neptune. 
He emphasised that, notwithstanding news to the contrary, the Voyager craft are still not 
in Interstellar space and that the duration towards the passing of the craft out of the Helio-
sphere, which is the area where the Sun's solar wind are still present, cannot be pre-
dicted. It can be soon, or may take another several years. However, he also emphasized 
that the various observation systems of the spacecraft indicates that the final frontier, the 
Heliopause, has been entered. Currently Voyager 1 is over 18 billion km from the Sun 
and Voyager 2 over 15 billion kilometers. These two craft are the furthest man-made ob-
jects from Earth and both are functioning far beyond the expected life span of the craft. 
The progress of the two spacecraft can be followed on the official website: http://
voyager.jpl.nasa.gov/.   � 
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George Dehlen is the first ever amateur to have sighted all 100 objects on the ASSA Top 
100 list, compiled by Auke Slotegraaf. He was awarded an ASSA certificate of achieve-
ment, a special ASSA Pretoria Centre Top 100 badge and a gift certificate of R500. (See 
“Summary of the meeting on 22 May 2013” on page 3 of this newsletter. The photograph 
shows him (right) receiving his certificate of achievement from Bosman Olivier, our chair-
man.   � 

Telescope for sale 
 

I have an almost unused Meade Etx 125 tele-
scope for sale. It has star tracking and 
autostar, two eyepieces, 9.7 and 26 mm and 
comes in the case with a Meade deluxe field 
tripod. 

 

Paul Furbank 
E-mail Address: family@furbank.co.za 
Contact number: 082 445 0184 
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ASSA Top 100 Deep Sky Objects - by George Dehlen   

 In 2010 the Pretoria Centre took up the challenge of ASSA’s Deep Sky Section to observe 
all top one hundred Southern deep sky objects. Pretoria Centre appointed Percy Jacobs to en-
courage, co-ordinate and support its observers in meeting this challenge – a task he has per-
formed admirably. 
 Having recently completed a homebuilt 6-inch Dobsonian under the guidance of Johan 
Smit and Chris Stewart, I embarked on the challenge in June 2011.The greatest problem turned 
out to be light pollution at my backyard site in Pretoria, although I did manage to observe about a 
third of the objects with the Dobsonian from home. Observing the others required visits to dark 
sky sites – the Magaliesberg, the Waterberg, the Drakensberg, and the Southern and Northern 
Cape – using other telescopes in addition to the Dobsonian – a 9.25 inch Schmidt-Cassegrain, 
and smaller portable refractors. 
 After almost two years of observations I completed my 100th observation (fittingly object 
100, the Helix Nebula) before dawn on 20 April 2013. A dim object, it required a special trip to 
Britstown in the North Cape to look for it over a few moonless nights. The best feature of the 
challenge to me was learning the discipline of planning observations, and learning to find my way 
around the sky unaided. It was educational in getting to know the constellations and where to find 
the objects, and also in learning more about each deep sky object in books and the Internet after 
I had observed them. 
 I am grateful to Auke Slotegraaf for compiling this list of interesting objects, and to Percy 
Jacobs for his support, in meeting this enjoyable and educational challenge. What next? 

 

Editor’s note: “What next?” he asks. I would say: keep on learning about celestial objects. There 
are always new things to learn about them. He should continue improving his observational skills. 
And he should share his knowledge and skills with other members of the Pretoria Centre.  � 

Now showing in cinemas  
 

• After Earth. The European Space Agency has partnered with Sony Pictures International to 
support the release of their latest blockbuster, After Earth. Both ESA and the film share com-
mon themes of concern for Earth’s future and educating the next generation. 
http://www.esa.int/ESA/Competition/Explore_After_Earth_with_us 
 

• Star Trek: Into Darkness - 3D. A new Star Trek adventure. 
 

Science fiction can entertain and inspire us. It can also make us think about what the future 
holds. In a similar way, space exploration can do the same.   � 

The winner of the May 2013 
Observing Challenge was also 
George Dehlen.   Name No. Obs 

1 George Dehlen 100 
2 Louis Kloke   85 
3 Percy Jacobs   66 
5 Michael Moller   55 
4 Michael Poll   32 
8 Pat Kühn   22 
6 Craig Kloke   20 
7 Grant Thompson   20 
9 Andre de la Ponte     6 

10 Graham Low     1 
11 Albie Lombard     1 

    408 

Pretoria ASSA - ASSA "Top 100" observing list 
- commenced on 29 Oct 2010 to 15th June 2013 
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Feature of the month: Jupiter’s moon Io - by Pierre Lourens 
 

 Io is just 5% larger than Earth’s 
moon, but the two are vastly different. More 
than 100 active volcanoes dot Io’s 
landscape, and at least half a dozen are 
always erupting. Its topography changes on 
a time scale of months, and its surface 
colours (mostly yellow, orange and red) are 
ever-changing. The different colours are 
due to sulphur in various stages of 
solidification. 
 What energy source drives Io’s 
volcanoes? It is neither energy released by 
radioactive decay in its interior (as on 
Earth), nor fossil heat left over after its 
formation. It is due to tidal friction. Io 
rotates at a constant spin angular speed 
around its axis, but it moves in an elliptical 
orbit around Jupiter, with the centre of 
Jupiter at one focus of the ellipse. In this 
orbit, its orbital angular speed is greater 
than the average at periJove* and less than 
the average at apoJove*. Its tidal bulge 
always faces Jupiter. The result is that the 
tidal bulge shifts to and fro, causing friction 
inside Io, like in a wire that is being twisted 
to and fro. Friction always generates heat. 

 In addition to the sulphurous and basaltic material deposited by 
the volcanoes on the surface, oxygen and sulphur are spewed from them 
out into space. The oxygen and sulphur atoms are ionized by the solar 
wind, and become trapped in Jupiter’s strong magnetic field, gyrating in 
corkscrew-shaped trajectories from pole to pole. These particles are 
found in a torus-shaped region around Jupiter, similar to Earth’s Van 
Allen belts. Io orbits inside this torus, so that its surface is constantly 
bombarded in a flux of its own detritus. The flux is large enough to 
darken surface materials. Io’s suface suffers the highest flux of charged 
particles of any known object. 
 The surface of Io also has about 150 mountains, with an average 
height of 6 400 meters, and maximum elevation of 18 300 meters. These 
do not have a volcanic origin. Io’s surface compression from its endless 

tidal distortions pushes up these mountains. 
No hint of this extreme activity 
and exotic surface features 
greeted Galileo Galilei on January 
8, 1610, when he first laid eyes 
on Io through his crude little self-
built 20X refractor telescope. 

 

*periJove: The point in its elliptical 
orbit where it is closest to Jupiter. 

*apoJove: The point in its elliptical 
orbit where it is furthest from 
Jupiter.   � 

A replica of the earliest 
surviving telescope attrib-
uted to Galileo Galilei. 

Galileo Galilei  
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Top: The group that went on 
the excursion to the Tswaing 
meteorite crater on 15 June. In 
the  middle, lording it over the 
rest, is Michael Poll. The one 
with folded arms is Danie 
Barnardo. Top left and left: 
Part of the audience at the 
meeting on 22 May. Above 
right: Dr Henry Throop, an as-
tronomer employed by NASA  
and now living in South Africa. 
He gave us a presentation on 
astrobiology at the meeting on 
24 April. He has become a 
member of the Pretoria Centre. 
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• SCOPEX. Telescope & Astronomy Expo in Johannesburg on Saturday, 
20 July 2013. Visit the astronomy event of the year. http://www.sa-
venues.com/events/gauteng/scopex/ 
 

• Membership fees due on 30 June 2013. A financial year runs from 1 
July of a year to 30 June of the following year. New members as well 
as existing members must fill in the membership application form. Go 
to our website and click on “Join the ASSA Pretoria” to obtain the form 
that is to be filled in and sent to the Treasurer and Membership Secre-
tary. 

 

• KAROO STAR PARTY. The ASSA Pretoria Centre wants to hold its fifth 
National Karoo Star Party during the weekend of 9 to 11 August 2013 
about 20 km north of Britstown in the Karoo, right next to the N12 at the 
Kambro Padstal. The reason for this locality, apart from the fabulous 
Karoo skies, is that it is almost exactly halfway between Gauteng and 
the Cape Town area, so we can all drive the same distance to the site. 
The first event of this type was held during April 2009 and proved to be 
a huge success. The Karoo lived up to its reputation and provided mag-
nificent views to those lucky enough to be present. More information 
from: 
� Johan Smit, cell phone: 072 806 2939, e-mail: Jo-

hanS@firsttech.co.za  
� Danie Barnardo, cell phone: 084 588 6668, e-mail: danie-

bar@webmail.co.za  
To book, please contact Wilma Strauss, the Manager of Kambro, di-
rectly at 083 305 6668 or at e-mail: kambro@albieswireless.co.za 
 

• Call for nominations for the Jack Bennett Award. See attached 
nomination form. 

 

• Call for nominations for new committee members. See attached 
nomination form. 

 

• MNASSA. The latest issue is now available for free download from 
http://www.mnassa.org.za/ 

 

• Astrophotos for Sky Guide. Members are invited to submit their as-
trophotos to the editor of Sky Guide Africa South for possible use on 
the cover of the 2014 issue. 

 

• Call for nominations of candidates for ASSA Council. Members are 
invited to submit nominations. 

���������	
��
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Basics: Wolf-Rayet stars - by Pierre Lourens 

 

 Once a star uses up its hydrogen fuel, it starts fusing helium and swells up to become a 
red giant or supergiant. In the hydrogen-burning stage a star has a mild stellar wind that in-
creases greatly when it becomes a red giant or supergiant. A Wolf-Rayet (WR) star is a massive 
star in the supergiant stage of its evolution, and then it has a very strong stellar wind, with speeds 
up to 2000 km/s. Because they burn their nuclear fuel very fast, they have short life spans, which 
is the reason why they are extremely rare. 
 WR stars initially have masses of over 20MO *. They have already lived short, violent lives, 
and in the supergiant stage, they blast out huge amounts of stellar material into space. The Sun, 
which is in its hydrogen-burning stage, loses about 10−14 MO per year by means of the solar wind.  
WR stars typically lose 10−5 MO per year. The winds are so strong that they completely obscure 
the surface of the star itself. Astronomers aren’t seeing the WR star, they’re seeing the winds. It 
is believed that this is the final stage in the life of a WR star before it finally detonates as a 
supernova. 
 WR stars have surface temperatures in the range of 30 000 K to around 200 000 K, in 
comparison with only 6 000 K for the Sun. They have luminosities of from several times 10 000LO* 
to several times 1 000 000LO. However, they are not exceptionally bright visually, since most of 
their output is in the far ultraviolet and even soft X-ray region. The emission lines in the spectrum 
of a WR star are broadened by the Doppler effect on the emission lines emitted by its powerful 
stellar wind. 
 WR stars were first discovered in 1867 by the astronomers Charles Wolf and Georges 
Rayet. They knew they were looking at something unusual because of the broadened emission 
lines. It wasn’t until 1929 that astronomers realized that this results from the fact that they’re 
ejecting gas at enormous speeds.  * MO , LO : mass, luminosity of the Sun.   � 

The star WR124 is located 15 000 light-years away in the constellation Sagitta (The Arrow). Gas is 
being ejected into space at speeds of over 44 km/s. The nebula around it is designated M1-67 and 
is 2.98 light years across. The nebula is so young that it has not yet come into contact with the in-
terstellar medium. The star’s surface temperature is 50 000 K. Image based on data obtained by 
the Cerro Paranal Science team with the VLT through 2 wide (B and V) and 3 narrow-band filters.  
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Photograph of the constellation Musca (The Fly). Both the Coalsack and Dark Doodad nebulae 
are visible. This was taken from Centurion - not exactly a dark-sky site, but it came out 
surprisingly well. Canon 350D, 1x normal lens (not even a zoom lens) with focal length 50 mm, 
f1.4. Photographer: Michael Moller, one of our members.   � 

SKA South Africa has a new home on facebook: 

 

www.facebook.com/SKASOUTHAFRICA 
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Summary of “What’s Up?” to be presented on 26 June 2013 
by Fred Oosthuizen 

 

FOR THE MONTH OF JULY 

 

MOON PHASES 

 

The New Moon is on the 08th-- The First QUARTER on the 16th – Full Moon on the 22nd and the 
Last QUARTER on the 29th 

The 85 Kilometre wide Archimedes crater that dominates the plains of the south-eastern Mare 
Imbrium and the perfectly circular Plato crater are well worth investigation. They are viewed best 
at First Quarter.    
 

PLANETS 

 

Shortly before sunrise at the beginning of the month MARS and JUPITER can be found just be-
low ALDEBARAN the bright star in the constellation Taurus low in the north-eastern sky and will 
be joined by Mercury at midmonth and can be viewed as a interwoven group for the rest of the 
month.   
In the early evening SATURN can be found near to SPICA in Virgo and Venus very close to 
Regulus in Leo. 
 

STARS and CONSTELLATIONS 

 

The magnificent star studded winter Constellation Scorpius and its neighbours, Sagittarius, Co-
rona Australis,  Ara , Norma, Lupus, libra , Serpens and Ophiuchus, contain the richest part of the 
Milky Way and are all very prominent and well positioned for excellent viewing of the myriad of 
Globular and Open clusters, Nebula, Variable stars, Double stars, Close binary stars and Galax-
ies. All as follows. 
M4, M6, M7, NGC6302, Antares, Shaula Graffias in the Constellation Scorpius:  
M8, M17, M18, M20, M21, M22, Kaus Australs, Nunki, Kaus Media and Kaus Borealis in the 
Constellation Sagittarius.  
NGC5643, NGC5822, NGC5224, NGC5882 and NGC5986 in the Constellations Lupus/ Norma. 
M9, M10, M12, M14, M19, M62, M107, Rasalhague, Sabik, Yed Prior, Cebairia in the Constella-
tion Ophiuchus. 
 

METEOR SHOWERS 

 

July Phoenicids:  July 10 – 16.  Maximum July 13 best viewed from 23h00 to 05h00. 
See also, SKY and TELESCOPE: Interactive Sky Charts: World Wide Telescope: 
Toshimi Taki Star Maps and Google Sky.   � 

Some sources of information on what there is to observe 

 

· http://www.skyandtelescope.com/observing/ataglance 
· http://www.heavens-above.com/ 
· http://skymaps.com/ 
· http://spaceweather.com/ 
· http://spaceweather.co.za/ 
· http://www.saao.ac.za/public-info/sun-moon-stars/ 
· http://www2.jpl.nasa.gov/calendar/ 
· Sky Guide Africa South 2013. 
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Noteworthy items 
 

Solar system 
 

• Moonrise over Earth as seen by Rosetta during a flyby. 
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Moonrise_over_Earth_by_Rosetta 

 

• Destination Earth. Science meets art in this unique portrait of a solar storm heading 
straight for Earth. http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Destination_Earth 

 

• After Chelyabinsk: European experts assess asteroid options. The small asteroid that 
hit Earth’s atmosphere and disintegrated high above Chelyabinsk has set in motion actions 
aimed at detecting NEO’s and protecting Earth from them. 
http : / /www.esa. in t /Our_Act ivit ies/Operat ions/ Space_S ituat ional_Awaren ess/
After_Chelyabinsk_European_experts_assess_asteroid_options   

• NASA probe counts space rock impacts on Mars. The planet is bombarded by more 
than 200 small asteroids or bits of comets per year forming craters at least 3.9 meters 
across. 
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/may/HQ_13-142_Mars_MRO_Craters.html 

  

• Explosive crater twins on Mars. Two impact craters have central pits. http://www.esa.int/
Our_Activities/Space_Science/Mars_Express/Explosive_crater_twins_on_Mars 

 

Exoplanets 

 

• Investigating exoplanet surfaces. In order to better understand the detailed chemical 
composition of rocky exoplanets, researchers have proposed studying the stellar light 
reflected by the planetary surfaces. A better understanding of exoplanet surface 
compositions will help researchers determine the prevalence of Earth-like planets in our 
galaxy. http://www.astrobio.net/exclusive/5493/investigating-exoplanet-surfaces 

 

Our Galaxy 

 

• Herschel and Aquila. ESA’s Herschel space observatory set against a background image 
of stellar nursery W40 in constellation Aquila (The Eagle). 
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/Highlights/Herschel 

 

• HST reveals Ring Nebula's true shape. 
http://www.nasa.gov/home/hqnews/2013/may/HQ_13-149_Hubble_Ring_Nebula.html 
See a video clip that shows its true shape. http://www.latimes.com/news/science/
sciencenow/la-sci-sn-ring-nebulas-true-shape-20130524,0,4889803.story 

 

• Flare from the Crab Nebula. Flare spotted by the Fermi Gamma-ray Space Telescope. 
This was not the first. They remain unexplained. http://www.skyandtelescope.com/
community/skyblog/newsblog/Crab-Nebula-Flares-Mysteriously-195985621.html 

 

Extragalactic astronomy 
 

• A space-time magnifying glass. In this image, bright arcs are smeared around the heart 
of galaxy cluster Abell S1077. 
http://www.esa.int/Our_Activities/Space_Science/A_space-time_magnifying_glass 

 

• The LMC is a thief. New simulations convicted the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC) of steal-
ing stars from the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC). The crucial evidence came from surveys 
looking for something entirely different: MACHOS. 
 http://www.cfa.harvard.edu/news/2012/pr201230.html 

 

Space research 
 

• Video clip for children 10 -14 years old about educational experiments on the ISS. 
 http://www.esa.int/Education/Space_oddities_to_teach_science   � 
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Presentation to Voortrekkers in Johannesburg 24 May 2013 - by Johan Smit 
 

 For the past 10 years ASSA Pretoria have been involved in assisting the Oord Goudrand 
Voortrekker organisation when they have groups of learners that want to qualify for their astron-
omy badge. 
 Because the course runs in Afrikaans I was asked to help and have been doing it since 
the beginning. So, every year a group of up to 80 children from various commandoes gathers for 
a weekend in Johannesburg. They attend courses and do practical observing. Upon completion 
of the course they can: 

 

• Use a star chart to identify bright stars and constellations. 
• Know why stars have different colours. 
• Know what the common astronomical objects and terms are: 
• Planets 
• Asteroids. 
• Comets. 
• Constellations 
• Star clusters, open and globular. 
• Galaxies. 
• Ecliptic, and its relation to the cardinal points, east, west, etc. 
• Know how eclipses happen. 
• Know how a telescope or binoculars work and are able to find objects in the sky. 

 

 My role in the process is to 
teach them about the theory and 
operation of telescopes and to as-
sist them when they do practical 
observing. 
 It is one of my favourite 
events of the year and always a 
pleasure to work with the children. 
And maybe one day they will be 
the next generation of members of 
the various ASSA branches. 
 I wish to thank various 
members of ASSA Pretoria, par-
ticularly Bosman Olivier who have 
been assisting me regularly for the 
past few years in this adventure.    

The photographs show Johan 
Smit giving his presentation on 24 
May.   � 

Our story, 
compressed into 

two minutes 
 

http://
marcbrecy.perso.neuf.fr/

history.html 
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Pretoria Centre committee 
 

Chairman                       Bosman Olivier            082 883 1869 
Vice Chairman               Danie Barnardo           084 588 6668 
Secretary                       Tony Viljoen                 072 247 6648 
Newsletter Editor            Pierre Lourens            072 207 1403 
Treasurer and 
Membership Secretary   Rynhardt van Rooyen 082 325 8745 
Assistant Treasurer        Michelle Ferreira         073 173 0168 
Librarian                         Danie Barnardo           084 588 6668 
Assistant Librarian          Pat Kühn                     082 895 5686 
Curator of Instruments   Johan Smit                  072 806 2939 
Public Relations Officer  Fred Oosthuizen         072 373 2865 
Observing Coordinator   Percy Jacobs              082 498 4680 
Member                        Michael Poll                074 473 4785 

Old newsletters: All old 
newsletters from January 2004 
onward are on our website. 
They contain a record of our 
Centre’s activities as well as 
astronomical information.  

Database: Members are re-
minded that a database of the 
books in our library is to be 
found on our website. The da-
tabase was created by Danie 
Barnardo, one of our commit-
tee members. 

Photograph of the partial lunar eclipse on 25 April 2013. Photographer: Johan Moolman. 


